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强⼤的兔⼦
(Lion vs Rabbit)
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Once upon a time in the animal kingdom, there was a Lion who thought
he was the king of the jungle. He would bully all the other animals, and
they lacked the courage to stand up to him. One day, they decided
enough was enough, and they posted an ad looking for a hero to help
them.

One by one, animals came forward to challenge the Lion, but none could
defeat him. Finally, a little rabbit showed up. The lion was overconfident
and thought "How can a tiny rabbit beat a mighty Lion?".

Through multiple challenges, the lion and rabbit battled it out, but
ultimately the rabbit emerged victorious. This humbled the Lion and
taught him that brains can be more important than brawn, and even the
smallest creature can outsmart the biggest bully.

Never underestimating the power of a brain, and always working
together to overcome obstacles are the two takeaways from this book.
This is a great opportunity to talk to children about teamwork and how
the situation could have been solved by the animals themselves if they
had worked together.

In the story, which animals competed against the lion, and what are
their origins? It would be great if you could show us their locations
on a map.
(A: A bear from Russia, a moose from North America, a tiger from
India, and a rabbit from Europe.

The lion is very, very big and the rabbit is very, very small. Can you
look around you and find something that is really big like the lion,
and something that is really small like the rabbit?

Can you tell me about the games that the rabbit and the lion played
against each other?
(A: The rabbit and the lion competed in  eating cotton candy,
answering questions, jumping, painting, and climbing mountains.)

How do you think the brave little rabbit managed to defeat the
mighty lion?
(A: The little rabbit was able to outsmart the big lion by using his
intelligence instead of relying solely on physical strength.
Additionally, he enlisted the help of other rabbits who possessed
different skills and abilities to work towards a common goal.
Through teamwork and cooperation, they were able to overcome
seemingly insurmountable obstacles.)

Follow-up
questions

船 (chuán) - boat/ship

⾮洲 (Fēizhōu) - Africa

北美洲 (Běi měi zhōu) - North America

印度 (Yìndù) - India

⽐赛 (bǐ sài) - competition

爬⼭ (páshān) - mountain climbing/hiking
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*All answers provided are suggestions.


